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NEIGHBORS OF ANCÓN ACCESS ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
THROUGH ENEL PERÚ’S “ENERGÍA PARA CRECER” PROGRAM 
 

• The program seeks to provide access to electricity in the most vulnerable areas of 
Ancón and other districts in the company's concession area. 
 

Lima, February 22nd, 2022. Continuing with the work to reduce the gaps in access to electricity 

in the country, Enel Perú presented the "Energía para Crecer" (Energy to Grow) project at the 
Associated Institute for the Development and Promotion of Small and Medium Enterprises 
(INDEPROPYME), located in the district of Ancón. The program seeks to bring electricity to 
30,000 families per year in the 2022-2026 period in the various districts within the company's 
concession area. 
 
In 2021 alone, more than 2,300 families in the district of  Ancón have gained access to 
electricity through the "Energía para Crecer" program, in the areas of Indepropyme, Las 
Pampas de Piedras Gordas, and Marco Jara Scheone Stage II. Currently, Enel Perú is in the 
process of electrifying more than 3,000 more families in the district, but this number is expected 
to increase throughout the year, as more Peruvian men and women gain access to all the 
benefits that come with it electrical energy. 
 
“We are proud to present “Energía para Crecer” at Indepropyme, which is a clear example of 
how a community can increase its development potential by accessing electricity. In this area, 
many small and medium-sized companies that contribute to the progress of the community 
and the country are now developing themselves”, said Marco Fragale, Country Manager of 
Enel Perú. 
 
Additional benefits for clients 
The program seeks to support communities in the management of the necessary requirements 
for their electrification and promote their development through special prices on basic 
appliances when purchased with Enel X Perú. In the same way, the company wants neighbors 
to have safe electrical connections, which is why the low wall and mast are offered to clients, 
both being indispensable infrastructures for electrification. The installation of the low wall and 
mast is part of the quality service offered by Enel X, which seeks to reduce 'rework' and thus 
the cost overruns that clients may incur. Through this service, the company can guarantee that 
the technical standards of the installation are met and, most importantly, that the neighbors 
are safe. 
 
 
Highlights 
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• “Energía para Crecer” seeks to bring electricity to 30,000 families per year between 
2022 and 2026. 

• In the district of Ancón, "Energía para Crecer" has already electrified over 2,300 
families in 2021 alone. 

• In the Indepropyme area, where the program first launched in Ancón, 1,725 families 
now have access to electricity. 
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